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This Manger’s Guide has been designed to assist the Little League volunteer regarding some of the details 

associated with managing a Little League team on all levels.  It is meant to be kept with the manager’s important 

team documents and provide a single source of information addressing some of the “crisis” events he or she may 

be faced during the course of a season.  It is not meant a substitute for the Rule Book or to have a full 

understanding of Safety procedures but just an asset upon which a very busy volunteer can rely during the course 

of an enjoyable Little League season. 

Fairfax LL is excited to have you as a manager/coach for the upcoming baseball season.  Without you and all the 

volunteers, Fairfax LL could not be successful in enhancing the lives of these boys and girls.  Thank you for all your 

efforts! 

In order to help you and Fairfax LL be successful, we have put together this Manager's Guide.  We hope it provides 

you with some important insights, guidelines, suggestions, and yes, rules, to live by as a Fairfax LL Manager.  Please 

read through it carefully and let your Director or President know if you have any questions or concerns.  Also, as 

you go through the season, feel free to pass along things you think should be included in this Guide that may be 

missing. 

Together we hope to make this season and all future seasons a success for players, coaches, and families.  Thanks 

for your dedication! 
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1 MANAGER’S RESPONSIBILITIES 

1.1 SAFETY, SAFETY, SAFETY 

Fairfax LL cannot express enough the importance of safety. All managers are required to ensure the safety of their 

players at both practices and games.  Below are some examples of ways you can help ensure the safety of the 

players: 

1. Collect all bats at the beginning of practices and games to prevent the players from using them without 

supervision.   

2. Make sure the players have water and are keeping hydrated.   

3. Address any unsafe conditions to your League Director or Safety Director ASAP.   

4. Report any serious injuries to the safety director via the online tool within 12 hours of any event that may 

require medical attention beyond an ice pack.   

5. Know the address of the field in case you need to call 911.   

6. Keep your first aid kit and ice packs with you at all practices and games. 

Safety also involves the proper use of your youths’ arms.  Little League has very specific rules which must be 

obeyed.  Failure to comply with pitch limit regulations may result in immediate action by the Board.  Managers 

should also be aware that pitchers must work their way up to reaching their limits and thus lower limits (e.g. 40 

pitches for AA or AAA, 50 pitches for 11/12 year old majors) should be considered for early in the season. 

If your player is suspected of an injury, take the conservative action and prioritize the player’s health over any 

individual game victory. 

1.2 COMMUNICATE WITH PARENTS 

Introduce yourselves to the parents.  Let them know your goals for the season and your expectations of the players 

and parents.  Let them know what they can expect from you.  Explain to them the different rules for the particular 

level you are coaching. It’s important to keep the parents involved as much as the kids.  They are the key to a 

successful season. 

1.3 TEAM ORGANIZATION 

Coaches: you can have two official coaches and as many assistant coaches to help with practice and pregame 

warmups.  Coaches and assistant coaches must complete a volunteer form and deliver it to the League President. 

Scorekeeper: Single A and above. 

Team Parent Umpire: Fairfax Little League By-Laws, Article 2.5.3, states that all teams must have two parent 

volunteer umpires that have been certified by the League Chief Umpire.  Team Parent Umpires must attend the 

parent umpire training (normally 2 hour session) to be certified.  Team Parent Umpires will be required to work 

games when sufficient volunteer umpires are not available.  Managers must report the names of their respective 

Team Parent Umpires to their League Presidents and Chief Umpire prior to the start of the season.  This is 
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especially important at the Single A and AA levels.  Occasionally, they are required for the bases at the AAA and 

Majors level. 

Game Coordinator: All teams shall have a game coordinator identified.  A Game Coordinator’s role is defined in 

International Rule 9.03 and games cannot be played without one.  Manager’s should review the rule and be 

familiar with the Game Coordinator’s responsibilities.  The main purpose is to monitor the environment to protect 

youth umpires from unsportsmanlike behavior from the crowd.    It is the responsibility of the home team to 

identify the game coordinator and they shall be present during the pre-game plated conference between the 

managers and umpires. 

Field Coordinator: home team must setup field (put out bases, line the field and the batters’ boxes, rake the field; 

visiting team must breakdown field, rake the field, lock sheds, and turn off lights.  This position ensures that these 

tasks are performed at each game. 

Team Parent: miscellaneous duties can include – coordinate banner (spring season only Majors and below), 

coordinate end of season party, hand out pictures, etc. 

1.4 PRESEASON DUTIES 

Attend managers/coaches meeting: This is normally 1-2 hours. 

Attend safety/rules meeting: must attend this training once a year. 

For divisions AA and above, attend player evaluations (spring only):  These are typically held within a week of the 

draft.  Bring a chair and something to write with.  The League’s Player Agent will provide a list of players being 

evaluated.  The evaluations are divided by ages and can last several hours.  Review the League Bylaws section 4.3 

for more details.  In preparation for the draft, managers should receive Player Performance Report (PPR) data or 

access to PPR data for the majority of players in their draft. 

For divisions AA and above, attend draft: League Bylaws section 5 describes the guidelines for player distribution.  

The League’s Player Agent will provide drafting sheets with the available player pool.  Your child will be available 

for you to draft at a specified round.  After that round, your child will be available to be drafted by another 

manager.  The draft normally takes 2-3 hours.  Be prepared that you will need to send an email to your team 

within 12 hours of the draft and that your team may be scheduled for a practice within 48 hours of the draft.  This 

may seem abrupt but the tight timeline of signup deadline, evaluations, draft, and notification dictate this timeline. 

Field permits: the League handles all coordination with the city and county for permits.  You will want to have a 

copy of the permits with you for practices and games. 

Pick up issued equipment: equipment pick up will be assigned and communicated by the League’s Equipment 

Manager.  If you cannot make the scheduled pick up time then send a coach or parent from the team.  Standard 

equipment provided by the League includes: 

 equipment bag contains catcher’s gear and batting helmets 

 practice/game balls 

 first aid kit/ice packs (3)/scorebook (Single A and above) 

 batting tee 

 uniforms (hats/shirts) 

Other equipment not provided by the League that you may want to purchase or ask parents to donate includes: 
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 lineup board to hang in the dugout 

 whiffle balls (sometimes these are provided by the league) 

 pitch counter (AA and up) 

 

Collect Medical Release forms from all your players and keep them with you at every practice and game. 

 

1.5 CREATE PRACTICE PLANS 

Generate a plan for every practice before you get there. This plan should reflect simple goals such as very basic 

fundamentals (throwing, catching, and swing mechanics) at the beginning of the season and should advance in 

objective and complexity as the season advances. At the beginning of practice communicate what you want to 

accomplish in simple terms that reflect the level.  Have a warm up routine.   

Your plan should consider your resources---number of assistants/parents helping out and field you are using. With 

two or more assistants/parents, consider breaking into stations or small groups for drills. Even parents that have 

never played baseball before can help with tee work, soft toss, or other simple drills. 

Keep the practice moving and keep everyone involved.  Have regular water breaks where you emphasize the 

practice objectives.  Encourage hustling from place to place.  At the end of practice, review one or two main 

lessons that were taught.  Encourage them to practice these lessons at home with a parent, sibling, or friend. 

 

1.6 GAME TIME 

Prepare line up/field positions prior to game.  Know where you are going to put your players defensively, there is a 

time limit. 

Ensure you have a field coordinator.  Home team must have the field setup (field raked if necessary, baselines 

painted or limed, bases installed) at least 30 minutes prior to the game.  Visiting team will remove bases and rake 

the field after the game.  The visiting team must turn off the lights and lock the facilities or Fairfax Little League will 

be susceptible to theft and vandalism.  Repeated failure to secure facilities can impact future selection as a 

manager. 

Ensure you have a game coordinator (as required in the Little League Rule Book) and Team Parent Umpire.  Home 

team is responsible for a game coordinator and/or field umpire and the visiting team is responsible for the home 

plate umpire if needed. 

Ensure you have a scorekeeper.  The scorekeeper is not permitted to sit in the dugout. For game management 

purposes, the home team scorekeeper is the official scorer and may be consulted by the umpire to confirm score, 

inning, outs, balls, and strikes. 

For AA and above, assign a pitch counter to keep track of the number of pitches that a pitcher throws.  Remind the 

pitch counter that foul balls count as pitches. 
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In the event that you have to reschedule a game, please do so in a timely manner.  Forty-eight (48) hours after the 

original game you should have coordinated with the other Manager for a new date and time. For Majors games, 

please consult the league president if within 7 days you are not able to reschedule the game. 

1.7 SCHEDULING 

The initial practice and game schedule will be completed by the League Scheduling Coordinator.   

Any changes, make ups, etc. will be coordinated with your League Director.  In the event of scheduling a makeup 

game, coordinate with the other manager to find a suitable date/time and field and then present that to your 

League Director to post on the website.  Review the master schedule to see what fields are already being used so 

that you don’t request a field that is already booked.  Games cancelled or delayed due to weather should be made 

up or completed in an urgent manner and should not go beyond two weeks.  It is acceptable at any level to use a 

Friday night for a makeup or continuation. Please keep in mind that League Bylaws section 8.2 limits the number of 

events (games/practices) and games per week. 

Majors and Intermediate Teams are required to support one Challenger double-header each fall and spring season.  

The Challenger Division is for mentally and/or physically handicapped ball players.  Each Majors and Intermediate 

Division team will be assigned to one Sunday during the Fall and one Sunday in the Spring.  Majors and 

Intermediate Players should attend the Challenger games that Sunday and assist the Challenger players in having 

an enjoyable, fulfilling game by assisting them with running the bases, talking them through plays, ensuring their 

safety as balls are hit, etc.  Challenger Division Director will provide leadership and guidance to Majors and 

Intermediate players at the games.    

1.8 PLAYER PARTICIPATION 

Each level has different participation requirements.  Please refer to the League Bylaws section 7 for specific details.  

Player Participation Records (PPR) will be reported after every game.  The online PPR tool is required for use by all 

American and National teams as of Spring 2015. Previously used Excel workbooks will not be accepted.  These 

records are used to ensure participation requirements are being met, to document player performance, and to 

provide information for use in the next season’s draft.  PPR records must be entered within a week after the game. 

1.9 SPONSOR AMBASSADOR 

At the beginning of the season your team will be given a sponsor.  It is your responsibility to contact them.  Just 

introduce yourself and provide them with the team name and maybe even the game schedule.  Some sponsors are 

more involved than others. 

The League provides each and every sponsor with a plaque.  You are required to present the plaque to your team’s 

sponsor.  Bring a few players with you to present the plaque.  If the sponsor is a restaurant, coordinate with them 

to have the party there.  Try to make them feel like part of the Fairfax little League family.  Make them feel 

appreciated.  Their contributions play a vital role in the success of our League. 

1.10 LEADERSHIP 

Managers are leaders and strong influences to their players as well as the parents.  Every action you take and every 

word you say may be watched or heard by 24 players and maybe dozens more parents.  You should provide a 

mature, confident, relaxed, and supportive atmosphere for the team. 
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1.11 END OF REGULAR SEASON 

Ideally, levels A thru Majors will have an end of season tournament unless weather and season scheduling 

requirements prohibit completion of the tournament. As a means of encouraging player development via   

increased assignment (position, batting order), the National League will seed the tournament randomly for levels A 

thru AAA. In the spring, Majors seeding for both leagues will be based on end of season placement (first place is 

the top seed). In the fall, Majors seeding is based on random draw.  Unless time permits otherwise, the 

tournament is single loss elimination. 

After completion of all games, the equipment bag containing the catcher’s gear and batting helmets must be 

turned in.  The League Equipment Manager will notify of the date/time of the turn in. 

Provide feedback to the League Director and/or League President of any concerns, comments, or improvements 

that can be made. 

All Tball players get a participation trophy.  In the spring, normally there is an end of season tournament for Single 

A and AA for which 1
st

 and 2
nd

 place will receive a trophy and AAA and above normally get end of season trophies 

for 1
st

 and 2
nd

 place teams in their division.  In the fall, normally there is an end of season tournament for Single A 

and above. 

1.12 ALL-STAR SUPPORT (SPRING SEASON ONLY) 

During All-Stars, in the spring, the Host Team is required to have an announcer, scorekeeper, pitch counter, 3 

persons to set the field up/cleanup, and a field coordinator.  It is required that managers support at least one 

tournament game and it is highly encouraged that their staff also supports at least one tournament game. 

1.13 IMPORTANT LINKS 

 Fairfax Little League Website 

 Fairfax Little League Document and Form Library 

 Fairfax Little League Master Schedule 

 Fairfax Little League Board of Directors 

 Fairfax Little League Managers/Coaches 

 Field Maintenance Video 

2 APPENDIX 

2.1 FXLL FIELD NOTES  

Bonnie Brae: 

Shed lock box combo is ____.  The key to the door is in the lock box.  Please leave the key in the lock; never put it 

in your pocket.  The last person to leave the field each night should lock the door, place the key in the lock box, 

tumble the combo and close the protection lip on the lock box. 

The Shed has bases, Paint, Lime, Mower, 2 tents, rakes, 12 chairs, power cords, etc.  

https://leagueathletics.com/Default.asp?org=fairfaxll.com
https://leagueathletics.com/Documents.asp?n=42913&org=fairfaxll.com
https://leagueathletics.com/MasterGameSchedule.asp?n=48185&org=fairfaxll.com
https://leagueathletics.com/Contacts.asp?n=40438&org=fairfaxll.com
https://leagueathletics.com/HeyCoach.asp?n=46128&org=fairfaxll.com
http://leag1.com/Goto.asp?URL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Efairfaxcounty%2Egov%2Fcable%2Fchannel16%2Fasx%2Fathletic%5Ffield%5Fmaintenance%2Easx&AssocID=8748
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Please use paint only on both fields.  But if the 70/90’ field is too dry for paint and you can’t get water there, then 

Lime may be used on the DIRT only.  Never LIME the grass (on any field). 

The big field is a dual use 50/70 – 60/90 field.  Home plate at 50’ is removable.  Base anchors are installed for both 

sets of bases. 

There is water available behind the 60’ field and about 250’ of hose. 

Burke: 

Shed combo is ____. Bases, rakes, paint, etc. are in the shed.  Shed 2 (facing the batting cage) has only the Mower 

and ladders in it. 

Paint only on the field.  NO Lime at all. 

Wet the dirt with the hose from behind the Press box if necessary to get the paint to stick. 

Green paint is available to remove lines made for 50/70 games. 

Burke has lights.  The switch is on the back wall of the press box.  Currently there is no lock on that box.  Make sure 

lights are off at the end of each night.  Turn them on only when necessary (not too early). 

The press box uses a special key.  We have a limited number.  There is supposed to be one in the lock box on the 

railing.  Combo is ____. 

Chilcott: 

Equipment shed is on the right side of Press box (1st base side).  It uses a #2 key. 

Paint only is used at Chilcott.  NO LIME at all, ever.  Wet the dirt areas at home and 1st and 3rd base lines with 

hose to get Paint to stick. 

The Hose is located by the 3rd base batting cage. 

Press Box uses at #2 key, scoreboard and PA system are located in press box. 

The Mower shed combo will be given only to those who mow the grass.  Please call Scott Peirce, director of fields 

and grounds (703-582-5836) if you need get to the mower.  You will need lessons on how to operate it. 

Chilcott has lights and the light switch is located inside the equipment room to the upper right as you walk 

in.  There is one switch for all the lights.  Please turn them on when needed (not too early) and turn them off when 

the field cleanup work is done and everyone is off the field. 

Thaiss (Pickett) fields: 

Fields 1 (AA) and 5 (AAA) have lights.  The light switches are in the equipment room (Part of the main building) to 

the left as you walk in. 

The equipment room uses a #3 key.  This room contains Wheel Barrels, bases, rakes, shovels. 

The Shed near the batting cages combo is ____.  Need to pull hard or bang lock to open. This shed contains Lime, 

Lime machines, batter box templates. 

tel:%28703-582-5836
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Please do not turn on the lights until needed (not too early) and please do not turn off lights on the wrong field by 

accident.  They take 20 minutes to come back on.  It’s best to allow the last team at Thaiss 1 and 5 to turn off both 

sets of lights and lock the door. 

Providence: 

Lights on Prov. 3 and Prov. 4 are controlled by Fairfax City automatically.  They shut off at 10pm on the dot. 

Fields 1, 2, 4 (near the snack bar) use a #3 key for the equipment shed, which is part of the snack bar back right 

side.  The lock is a little sticky. 

This room has Lime, Paint, bases, rakes for fields 1, 2 and 4.  

Lime is NEVER to be used on Grass.  Lime only dirt area’s at Home and at 1st and 3rd base.  Paint the Grass. 

Green paint is available to remove lines on Prov. 4.  But, 50/70 teams should NOT remove the 90’ lines.  They are 

not in the way.  90’ games may remove the Infield 50/70 lines for games, but should not remove the 50/70 outfield 

lines.  Players and umpires can clearly see which lines are correct during a game.  It costs a lot to paint over these 

lines.  Please help keep costs down. 

Providence 4 has is a quick connect for the water hose behind the pitcher’s mound. The Hose reel is in the 

shed.  As of 8-23-14 we are sharing the quick connect with Prov. 3.  We need to find and purchase another, 

hopefully soon. 

Providence 3 (big 90’ field) has combo locks on all the gates.  This combo will be given to Juniors, Seniors and Big 

team managers only. 

Paint only on Providence 3.  NO LIME. 

There is a quick connect for the hose behind the pitcher’s mound. The Hose reel is in the Dugout. 

General Notes: 

 The last manager/coach at a field each day is responsible to checking all sheds, locks, lights, etc. 

 All fields should be raked after EVERY practice and game. Holes at Home and the pitcher’s mound should 
be filled and tamped down too.  Get the parents involved to help. 

 Bases and magnetic anchors need to be removed from all fields at the end of each day and base plugs 
inserted into base anchors.  Only exception is Providence 3, bases and anchors stay out. 

 Never rake dirt into the grass.  This creates the lip area and causes bad bounces.  

 Never push mud off a field into the grass.  If mud needs to be removed from a field, put it in a wheel 
barrel and dump it in a safe area.  Replace the area with dry ball mix (dirt) from the pile.  (Pickett, Burke, 
Chilcott). 

 Please leave all ‘L’ screens on a dirt area, like home or pitcher’s mound, after practice. Not on the 
grass.  They can kill the grass in 2 days.  

 When using a drag mat on the fields stay 1 foot from all grass edges and do not drag around the 1st and 
3rd base bags.  This creates piles dirt over time at 1st and 3rd and at the edges.  Use rakes 1’ from the 
grass and around the bases. 

 When painting bases (with white paint) please do this on stone dust areas, not on the grass.  Stone dust 
paint marks can be raked away in minutes, painted squares on the grass last weeks. 

 Quick Dry is available for All-Star games and other special games like playoffs.  It is very expensive and not 
very good for the health of the field.  It should never be used to get in a practice.   
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 Keys are available from the director of equipment.  

2.2 QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE 

***Refer to Rule Book, Local Rules, and By-Laws for official account of these and other rules*** 

Inter-

AA AAA Majors Mediate Juniors Seniors

Pitching

50 50 Maximum Pitches in a game - Age 7 or 8   

75 75 Maximum Pitches in a game - Age 9 or 10 75

 85 Maximum Pitches in a game - Age 11 or 12 85 85 85

Maximum Pitches in a game - Age 13 and 14 95 95 95

Maximum Pitches in a game - Age 15 and 16 95

10 11 Maximum Age for Pitching 12 13 14 16

21 21 1 days rest after X Pitches 21 21 21 31

36 36 2 days rest after X Pitches 36 36 36 46

51 51 3 days rest after X Pitches 51 51 51 61

66 66 4 days rest after X Pitches 66 66 66 76

NO NO

Pitcher can return to the mound as a pitcher after being replaced 

(Once) NO YES YES YES

TRUE TRUE Can NOT Pitch if played Catcher in 4 or more innings TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

42' 46' Pitching Distance 46' 50' 60' 6" 60' 6"

NO NO Player Can Pitch in more than 1 game in a Day NO NO YES YES

(if Yes and only less than 31 Pitches in first game)

Catchers

TRUE TRUE Can NOT play Catcher Position if already Pitched >40 pitches TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

YES YES Catcher Must use Catchers mit YES YES YES YES

YES YES Catcher must wear extensded Groin protector YES NO NO NO

YES YES Catcher MUST wear extended throat protector on Mask YES YES YES YES

TRUE TRUE Can NOT Pitch if played Catcher in 4 or more innings TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Parent Umpires:

Visiting team provides the Plate Umpire

Home Team provides the Field Umpire  
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2.3 PPR INPUT GUIDE 

LOG IN 

Log into Fairfaxll.com by clicking on the “Sign In” link at the top right.  Enter your email address and password, and 

then click the Button “Sign In”.  If you can’t remember your password, simply enter your email address and click 

the “forgot?” link. 

 

NAVIGATE TO YOUR TEAM 

Click on the Team menu, in between Main and Leagues.  Select the season, Division, and Team.  That will bring up 

the teams Home Page.  From there you will want to click the Results link in the left menu.  To record the game 

statistics just click the Stats button ( ), found under the Actions column. 

 

DEFENSIVE INNINGS STATISTICS 

Enter the number of each Defensive inning the player played in the correct column.  Once you have entered all of 

the defensive positions for each player, click the Save button at the bottom of the page.  See the Legend for a 

complete description of each field. 
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HITTING STATISTICS 

Enter the Hitting statistics for each player, click the Save button at the bottom of the page.  See the Legend for a 

complete description of each field. 

 

PITCHING STATISTICS 

Enter the Pitching statistics for each player, click the Save button at the bottom of the page.  The column “PC Met” 

is very import.  PC Met stands for Pitch Count Met, and refers to whether the pitcher exceeded their threshold 
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during the last batter.  Please review Little League Rules for Pitch Counts.  See the Legend for a complete 

description of each field. 

 

PITCHING REPORT 

By entering Pitching Statistics you will have access to the Pitching Report.  This report can help you to decide when 

to use your pitchers. 
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FIELDING STATISTICS 

The Fielding section is not currently being recorded. 

 

LEGEND 

Defensive Innings 
P - Pitcher innings 
C - Catcher Innings 
1ST - First Base Innings 
2ND - Second Base Innings 
3RD - Third Base Innings 
SS - Short Stop Innings 
OF - Outfield Innings 
BN - Bench innings 
 
Hitting 
PA - Plate Appearances or At Bats 
R - Runs 
CP - Coach Pitch (AA only) 
H - Hits 
2B - Doubles 
3B - Triples 
HR - Home Runs 
RBI - Runs Batted In 
K - Strike Outs 
BB - Number of Walks 
HP - Hit by Pitch 
SH - Sacrifice Hit/Bunt 
SF - Sacrifice Fly 
FC - Fielder's Choice 
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OE - On Base by Error 
SB - Stolen Bases 
CS - Caught Stealing 
 
Pitching 
IP - Innings Pitched 
PT - Pitches Thrown 
PC Met – Previous Pitch Count Threshold met during final batter 
S - Strikes 
B - Balls 
R - Runs Allowed 
H - Hits Against 
2B - Doubles Allowed 
3B - Triples Allowed 
HR - Home Runs Allowed 
SO - Strikeouts 
BB - Base on balls (Walk) 
WP - Wild Pitch 
PO - Pick Off 
HP - Hit by Pitch 
CP - Coach Pitch (AA only) 
W - Win 
L - Loss 
SV - Save 
BF - Batters Faced 
ER - Earned Runs 
 
Fielding 
A - Assists 
DP - Double Plays 
E - Errors 
 

SCOREKEEPING GUIDELINES 

The purpose of these guidelines is to assist volunteer scorekeepers in keeping accurate scorebooks during Little 
League games, give clear guidance on how to score certain plays, and promote consistency among different 
volunteers.  The books are used by coaches to prepare Player Performance Reports (PPR’s), which must be 
submitted to the League regularly. The League depends on accurate statistics when it selects players for All Star 
teams.  Coaches rely on these numbers in drafting players in future seasons.  Ideally, any two volunteers keeping 
score for a game will have identical books.  

 

MECHANICS OF SCOREKEEPING 

For more information on how to keep score, we suggest the following: 

 

http://leaguelineup.com/dpll/files/BASEBALL%20SCOREKEEPING%20101.pdf 

 

http://leaguelineup.com/dpll/files/BASEBALL%20SCOREKEEPING%20101.pdf
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http://www.rhll.net/doclib/SPLLScorekeeperGuide.pdf 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/sports/brookside/howtokeepscore.htm 

 

 

HIT OR ERROR  

A base hit should be scored when the batter hits the ball into fair territory and safely reaches base, except when 

he reaches because of an Error or Fielder’s Choice.  The scorekeeper should credit the batter with credit the batter 

with a single, double, etc. based on the merit of the hit, not merely where the runner ended up.  Additionally, the 

number of bases taken by the runners does not determine whether a hit should be scored as a single, double, etc.   

When a batted ball hits a base runner, who is called out, the play is not scored a hit 

When the batter safely reaches base, but is thrown out trying to advance, he should be credited for a hit based on 

the furthest base reached safely 

When the batter takes additional bases because of a fielding error or fielder’s choice, the play should be scored 

accordingly 

When a runner is thrown out at the base ahead of a runner, the batter is not normally credited for reaching the 

extra base – for example, a runner on first is thrown out trying to take third on a hit, the batter probably should be 

credited with a single, not a double 

The batter may deserve a double, even when a base runner only advances one base – for instance when a runner 

on second holds up to see if a line drive clears the infield and only advances to third base, the runner can still be 

credited with a double. 

 An error is scored when a fielder misplays a ball, allowing a batter or runner to advance one or more bases when 

the advance would have been prevented by ordinary effort.  In scoring a Little League game, the scorekeeper must 

consider the skill expected for the various levels of play.  The key question is whether an average player at that 

level would normally make the defensive play. When in doubt, the scorekeeper should give the batter the benefit 

of the doubt. 

Single A – there are no routine defensive plays in Single A.  Any batted ball put into play should be scored as a base 

hit. 

AA – Fielders are expected to field easy ground balls, make short throws, and catch thrown balls.  If a fielder has to 

move more than a step or two to field the ball, pop ups and fly balls are not routine plays in AA.   

AAA – Fielders are expected to field ordinary ground balls, make most infield throws, catch thrown balls, and catch 

infield pop ups.  Infielders should be able to move to field a batted ball.  Outfield fly balls are not routine plays in 

AAA. 

Majors – Fielders are expected to field most ground balls, make infield throws, catch thrown balls, catch infield 

pop ups, and catch routine fly balls. 

http://www.rhll.net/doclib/SPLLScorekeeperGuide.pdf
http://www.angelfire.com/sports/brookside/howtokeepscore.htm
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FIELDER’S CHOICE  

A Fielder’s Choice (FC) occurs when a defensive player fields a batted ball on which with normal effort he could 

have put the batter out at first base, but instead chooses to make a play on another runner.   

Most commonly, a FC results in a force out on another runner.   For example, on a ground ball to short stop, the 

fielder throws to second base for an out.  

When a fielder attempts to make a play on a runner, rather than the batter, it is scored a FC even if the play does 

not result in an out.  Example – with a runner on third, the pitcher fields a ground ball and unsuccessfully attempts 

to throw out a runner from third base.   

When a fielder fields a ball cleanly, but makes a mental error and throws to the wrong base, fails to step on a base 

for a force, or fails to make the correct play, the scorekeeper should score the play as a FC, rather than as an error. 

When the batter makes a base hit on which fielders attempt to make a play on other runners (whether successful 

or not) and the batter advances further than he would have with the bases empty, the scorekeeper should score 

the hit accordingly and indicate the additional bases as taken by FC.   For instance, batter singles to center field, 

but takes second when the outfielder throws home, the play should be scored as 1B, noting the runner advanced 

to second on a FC. 

 

STOLEN BASES, WILD PITCHES AND PASSED BALLS 

Beginning at the AA level, runners may advance on a pitched ball.  When a runner advances on a pitched ball, the 

scorekeeper must determine whether to score the play as a stolen base (SB), passed ball (PB), or wild pitch (WP). 

A stolen base is an attempt to advance, where the runner runs with the expectation that the ball will be caught.  In 

other words, if the runner goes when the ball reaches the plate, it is an attempt to steal.  If the runner advances 

solely because of a wild pitch or passed ball, it is not a stolen base attempt.  However, in AAA and Majors, a runner 

on 3
rd

 base who takes home should be credited with a stolen base attempt, because the defense can often make a 

play even on balls which reach the backstop. 

A pitch which is ordinarily catchable, but is which is not caught or kept under control by the catcher is a passed 

ball.  A pitch which is so high, low or wide that it cannot be caught with normal effort is a wild pitch.  In 

determining whether to score a wild pitch or passed ball, the scorekeeper must make a judgment call.  A wild pitch 

or passed ball is only scored when a runner advances. 

 

PITCHING  

The scorekeeper should indicate the result of each pitch, marking balls and strikes in the scorebook.  It is best to 

keep a running pitch count in the book, even when there is a person counting pitches.  When there is a pitching 

change, the scorekeeper should draw a line below the last batter faced by a pitcher.  Because pitch counts 

determine the number of days of rest for a pitcher, it is very important to note the pitcher’s final pitch count in the 
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scorebook.  In AA, the scorekeeper should indicate at bats when there was a coach pitch.  This notation can be 

CP4-3 which would mean coach pitch, ground out to the second baseman. Similarly, CP-1B would mean single on a 

coach pitch.  

 

NOTES ON PPR’S  

In recording pitching stats, it is common for an inning to end with five runs scored, rather than three outs 

recorded.  When a full inning is played, credit the pitcher(s) with a full inning pitched, even if fewer than three outs 

are recorded.    When three outs are recorded, record 1/3 of an inning for each out recorded by the pitcher.  When 

fewer than three outs are recorded and more than one pitcher pitches during an inning, allocate the inning 

proportionately.    

2.4 SAFETY MANUAL (PARTIAL) 

Fairfax Little League Safety Plan 
The purpose of the Safety Plan is to develop guidelines for increasing the safety of activities, equipment, and 
facilities through education, compliance and reporting. In support of the attainment of this goal, Fairfax Little 
League also commits itself to providing the necessary organizational structure to develop, monitor, and enforce 
the aspects of the plan. 
 
The Safety Plan’s components include the Fairfax Little League’s Safety Manual for Coaches and Managers, the 
Safety Code, the Code of Conduct, and the safety information presented on the Fairfax Little League web site.  
These documents outline specific safety policies, procedures, and standards.  The Safety plan components will be 
available to be viewed in the Safety Section of the Fairfax Little League website, and copies will also be distributed 
to the Board, and available to managers and coaches. All participants, volunteers, employees, spectators, and 
guests are bound by the guidelines set forth in these documents. 
 

 

2.4.1 SAFETY DIRECTOR 

The Safety Director is an elected position on the Fairfax Little League Board of Directors.  This director acts as 

Fairfax Little League's primary point of contact for the creation and enactment of the Safety Plan for the American 

and National League Charters of Fairfax Little League.  The Safety Director writes and updates the league's Safety 

Plan each year as necessary and presents it to the Board for approval and ratification for the upcoming season.  

 

2.4.2 SAFETY COMMITTEE 

The Safety Committee consists of the Safety Director (chairman), the American League President, the National 

League President, Chief Umpire, Director of Equipment, Director of Facilities, and Director of Fields and Grounds.  

Any concerned player, parent, coach, manager, employee, or other interested person may contact any member of 

the Safety Committee with safety concerns, questions, or suggestions. 
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POSITION NAME HOME PHONE WORK PHONE E-MAIL 

Director of Safety (Chairman) Darric Milligan (703) 539-8498 (703) 561-7611 safety@fairfaxll.org 

American League President Kevin Shook (703) 385-1535 (703) 408-0744 shookkm@gmail.com 

National League President David Peters (703) 250-6902 (703) 306-6403 david_peters59@yahoo.com 

Chief Umpire Will Macht (703) 323-5466 (703) 623-9729  umpire@fairfaxll.org 

Director of Equipment Louis Mennella (703) 323-1649 (202) 251-3937  dpu8@aol.com 

Director of Fields & Grounds Scott Peirce (703) 385-9110                  (703) 582-5836 scott@tcwinc.net 

 

2.4.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

Dial 9-1-1 for any emergency.  Specify name and address of field and nature of emergency. 

Non-emergency numbers: 

Fairfax County Police Department  (703) 691-2131 

Fairfax County Fire Department  (703) 246-2126 

Fairfax City Police Department  (703) 385-7924 

Fairfax City Fire Department   (703) 385-7940 

 

2.4.4 MEDICAL RELEASE FORMS 

Each manager is required to obtain for each player on his or her team, a completed and properly executed Medical 

Release form.  The forms may be downloaded from the Fairfax Little League web site at 
(http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/forms_pubs/asap/Medical_Release_Form.pdf).  Managers shall review these 

forms to familiarize themselves with any special notations such as medical conditions, allergies (bee-stings, peanut, 

etc.), or medications that pertain to team players. The manager should bring any questions or concerns to the 

Safety Director, who shall help the manager obtain competent medical advice on whether special precautions, 

such as requiring a player always to have a parent present at league activities, are warranted. 

Managers are required to have these forms immediately available at every team game, practice, and other official 

league function at which the players are present. 

http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/forms_pubs/asap/Medical_Release_Form.pdf
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2.4.5 POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

2.4.5.1 GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR ENFORCING LITTLE LEAGUE RULES 

Coaches and managers are expected to set an example for their players in complying with safety rules and 

procedures, in wearing protective equipment, and teaching safety awareness by mentioning the safety 

considerations behind techniques, drills, and other aspects of games and practices. 

Responsible Adult Presence:  Many accidents can be prevented simply by having a responsible adult on hand to 

demonstrate common sense, basic leadership, and commitment to Little League safety rules.  All members of 

Fairfax Little League are expected to perform this function whenever it is needed. 

Managers and coaches should establish pre-game and pre-practice routines that include an orderly process for 

arriving at the field, stowing personal gear, stretching in a designated area unlikely to be affected by errant throws, 

and keeping players engaged in constructive activities that reduce the likelihood of their engaging in horseplay. 

Regardless of the game situation, managers are expected to take responsibility as adults to help youth umpires-in-

chief reach the correct decision to suspend play when darkness, lightning, slippery fields, or other conditions are 

such that it is already or soon may become unsafe to continue play.  

 

2.4.5.2 FIRST-AID KITS & ICE PACKS 

At initial equipment issue, Fairfax Little League provides every manager with a shrink-wrapped first aid kit and 

three ice packs.  In addition, first aid kits have been placed in every snack bar.  Managers are responsible for 

bringing the first aid kits to every game, practice and other league activity to which they bring their players.   

These first aid supplies are intended to be used, and managers should have no reluctance to consume them even 

for apparently minor, even superficial, injuries.  After using their ice packs or first aid supplies, managers may 

obtain replacements by contacting the Safety Director or Director of Equipment.  

 

2.4.5.3 INSPECTION OF FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT 

At least once annually, the Director of Fields will conduct and complete the League Facility Survey noting field 

hazards that require correction and implementing a plan for repair or correction. Long-term safety updates will 

also be noted. 

Pre-game Field Inspections:  Although Fairfax Little League Local Rule 3.3.1.1 assigns to the umpire-in-chief the 

responsibility for conducting pre-game inspections of facilities and equipment, managers are expected to observe 

the umpire’s arrival and ascertain whether the inspections are being conscientiously conducted.  If necessary to 

ensure compliance, managers are expected to take initiative to remind umpires of the requirement, to offer 

assistance with the inspections, or to insist that they be carried out. 
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Practices:  The manager, or in his or her absence, the first coach arriving to a practice site, is responsible for 

conducting an inspection of the facilities and equipment that is substantially equivalent to that performed for 

games. 

Managers shall ensure that all damaged equipment is immediately removed from service until repaired or 

replaced, referring all questions to the Director of Equipment. 

Upon receipt of equipment that can be repaired and returned to use (e.g., re-attaching a throat protector to a 

catcher’s mask or replacing a strap on a shin guard) the Director of Equipment will use his judgment in conducting 

the repair himself, providing replacement parts to the manager, or issuing new equipment. 

Upon receipt of damaged or worn equipment that cannot be repaired (e.g., dented bats, cracked helmets), the 

Director of Equipment is responsible for destroying the equipment or disposing of it in a manner that precludes the 

possibility of injuring any children who may attempt to salvage it. 

 

2.4.5.4 SANITATION OF SHARED EQUIPMENT 

Fairfax Little League supplies catcher’s helmets for each team and provides umpire equipment (chest protectors, 

chest shields, and face masks). This equipment often becomes soiled with sweat and then is later shared with 

other players and umpires. In an effort to improve the sanitary conditions of shared personal equipment and limit 

potential spread of disease, Fairfax Little League will implement the following policies: 

1. Each season, all shared personal equipment (team catchers helmets, umpire chest shields, umpire chest 
protectors, umpire face masks) shall be sanitized with antibacterial wipes (i.e. Clorox wipes, etc.) by 
rubbing briskly and allowing to air dry. 

2. Fairfax Little League will provide to each team sanitary wipes which will be used to sanitize shared 
personal equipment (catchers’ helmets) as follows: 

a. Prior to each use, the catchers helmet should be cleaned by vigorously rubbing the inside pads 
and any areas that contact skin with a sanitary wipe followed by a period of air drying. 

b. After each use, and at the conclusion of the game or practice, the catchers helmet should be 
cleaned by vigorously rubbing the inside pads and any areas that contact skin with a sanitary 
wipe and allowed to thoroughly air dry from moisture, sweat etc. 

3. Fairfax Little League will provide sanitary wipes, which will be stored with shared umpiring equipment. 
These wipes will be used to sanitize shared personal equipment (umpire masks, chest protectors, chest 
shields) as follows: 

a. Prior to each use, the umpire should clean his/her equipment (umpire masks, chest protectors, 
chest shields) by vigorously rubbing the inside pads and any areas that contact skin with a 
sanitary wipe followed by a period of air drying. 

b. After each use, the umpire should clean his/her equipment (umpire masks, chest protectors, 
chest shields) by vigorously rubbing the inside pads and any areas that contact skin with a 
sanitary wipe and allowing to air dry. 

 

 

2.4.5.5 THUNDER & LIGHTNING PROCEDURES 
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Fairfax Little League local rules 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 set forth the responsibilities for suspending play when thunder is 

heard or lightning is sighted and for not resuming play until 30 minutes have passed since the last sound of 

thunder or sighting of lightning in the vicinity of the playing field.  The term “vicinity” shall be interpreted broadly.  

It is important for managers and coaches to apply the same principles to practices, and make the call to suspend 

activities before a lightning strike looms as an immediate possibility.  It is far better to suspend play, conduct an 

orderly evacuation, and place timely phone calls to parents than to wait until lightning crackles in the immediate 

vicinity and sends everyone scurrying in a haphazard, dangerous evacuation.   Follow the policy which can be easily 

remembered by this saying “if you hear it you must clear it, if you see it you must flee it”.  In short, if you hear 

thunder you must clear the field.  If you see lightning you should send the players to shelters or cars immediately. 

2.4.6 INJURY REPORTING AND FOLLOW-UP 

Fairfax Little League employs a web-based injury reporting system, which is accessed through the league web site 

at: https://leagueathletics.com/UserForm.asp?RegID=71742&n=47624&snid=dOO@S6O4Y&org=fairfaxll.com 

Note: ASAP form may also be used and submitted to Safety Director for reporting purposes at the following email 

address: safety@fairfaxll.org 

Any incident that causes any player, manager, coach, umpire, or volunteer to receive medical treatment and/or 

first aid must be reported to the Director of Safety.  The terms "medical treatment and/or first aid" should include 

even passive treatments such as the evaluation and diagnosis of the extent of the injury.  Any incident that (a) 

causes a player to miss any practice or game time; or (b) any event that has the potential to require medical 

assistance must be reported promptly. 

When uncertain as to whether an injury warrants being reported, managers are expected to resolve doubtful cases 

in favor of reporting.  Two rules of thumb:  (1) if any first aid is required beyond giving the injured person time to 

regain composure and “shake off” the injury, it should be reported.  (2) If the manager feels any need to discuss 

the incident with a parent after the game or practice, it should be reported. 

Any manager lacking access to the Internet may call the Safety Director and request instructions for submitting the 

report. 

Managers should report injuries within 48 hours of when they happen; however, it is better to report an injury late 

than not to report it at all.   

Managers are also encouraged to report near misses, which can be as instructive in improving the safety program 

as actual accidents are. 

Upon receipt of an injury report, the Safety Director will review the report; consider whether any immediate action 

is warranted, such as correcting a hazard identified in the report or reinforcing a safety rule that was not followed.   

Within 48 hours of receiving the report, the Safety Director will contact the injured party or the party's parents to 

(1) verify the information received; (2) obtain any other necessary information; (3) check the status of the injured 

party; and (4) in the event that the injured party required other medical treatment (i.e., Emergency Room visit, 

doctor's visit, etc.) advise the parent or guardian of the Fairfax Little League's insurance coverage and the 

procedures for submitting claims. 

If the extent of the injuries are more than minor in nature, the Safety Director shall periodically call the injured 

party to (1) follow the progress of the recovery, and (2) ascertain whether any assistance is needed in submitting 

https://leagueathletics.com/UserForm.asp?RegID=71742&n=47624&snid=dOO@S6O4Y&org=fairfaxll.com
mailto:safety@fairfaxll.org
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insurance forms, etc., until the incident is "closed" (i.e., no further claims are expected or the individual is 

participating in the league again).  

2.4.7 CODE OF CONDUCT 

The Fairfax Little League Code of Conduct has been adopted by the Board of Directors. This Code is enforced by the 

Director of Safety, the three League Presidents, the three League's Directors of Minors, the Director of T-Ball, and 

the Challenger Director.  All league officers, participants, employees, and volunteers are required to abide by this 

code.  It is the job of the Director of Safety to make any additions and revisions to this Code of Conduct from year 

to year, as necessary. 

 

 Speed Limit 5 mph in roadways and parking lots while attending any Fairfax Little League function.  Watch 
for small children around parked cars. 

 No alcohol allowed in any parking lot, field, or common areas within a Fairfax Little League complex. 

 No playing in parking lots at any time. 

 No playing on and around lawn equipment. 

 Use cross walks when crossing roadways.  Always be alert for traffic. 

 No profanity. 

 No swinging bats at any time within the walkways and common areas of a Fairfax Little League complex. 

 No throwing balls against dugouts or against backstop.  Properly equipped catchers must be used for all 
batting practice sessions. 

 All gates to the field must remain closed at all times.  After players have entered or left the playing field, 
all gates should be closed and secured. 

 No children under the age of 16 are to be permitted in the snack bars, without an adult supervisor 
present. 

 No throwing baseballs at any time within the walkways or common areas of any Fairfax Little League 
complex. 

 No throwing rocks. 

 No horseplay in walkways at any time. 

 No climbing fences. 

 No pets are permitted on school grounds at any time, nor should pets be brought to games or practices. 

 Only a player on the field and at bat may swing a bat (Age 5 - 12).  Intermediate (Age 13 and older) on the 
field at bat or on deck may swing a bat.  Be alert of area around you when swinging bat while in the on 
deck position. 

 Observe all posted signs.   

 Players and spectators should be alert at all times for foul balls and errant throws. 

 During games, players not at bat, on base, playing a defensive position, or coaching a base must remain in 
the dugout in an orderly fashion at all times. 

 After each game, each team must clean up trash in dugout and around stands. 
 

Failure to comply with this Code of Conduct may result in expulsion from the Complex. 

 

2.4.7.1 FAIRFAX LITTLE LEAGUE SAFETY CODE 

The Fairfax Little League Safety Code has been adopted by the Board of Directors and is enforced by the Director of 

Safety, the League's Presidents, Directors of Minors, Directors of Juniors, Directors of T-Ball, and the Challenger 
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Director.  All league officers, participants, employees, and volunteers are required to abide by this code and 

enforce its provisions.  It is the job of the Director of Safety to make any revisions to the Safety Code from year to 

year, as necessary. 

 Responsibility for safety procedures should be that of an adult member of Fairfax Little League. 

 Arrangements should be made in advance of all games and practices for emergency medical services. 

 Managers, coaches, and umpires should have training in first aid.  First-aid kits are issued to each team 
manager and are located at each concession stand. 

 No games or practices should be held when weather or field conditions are not good, particularly when 
lighting is inadequate.   

 Play area should be inspected frequently for holes, damage, stones, glass, and any other hazards. 

 All team equipment should be stored within the team dugout, or behind screens, and not within the area 
defined by the umpires as "in play". 

 Only players, managers, coaches, and umpires are permitted on the playing field or in the dugout during 
games and practice sessions. 

 Responsibility for keeping bats and loose equipment off the field of play should be that of a player 
assigned for this purpose or the team's manager and coaches. 

 Procedures should be established for retrieving foul balls batted out of playing area. 

 During practice and games, all players should be alert and watching the batter on each pitch. 

 During warm-up drills players should be spaced so that no one is endangered by wild throws or missed 
catches. 

 Equipment should be inspected regularly for the condition of the equipment as well as for proper fit. 

 Batters must wear Little League approved protective helmets during batting practice and games. 

 Catcher must wear catcher's helmet, mask, throat guard, long model chest protector, shin guards and 
protective cup with athletic supporter at all times (males) for all practices and games.  NO EXCEPTIONS.  
Managers should encourage all male players to wear protective cups and supporters for practices and 
games. 

 Except when runner is returning to a base, head first slides are not permitted (except at the Intermediate, 
Juniors and Seniors Levels). 

 During sliding practice, bases should not be strapped down or anchored. 

 At no time should "horse play" be permitted on the playing field. 

 Parents of players who wear glasses should be encouraged to provide "safety glasses." 

 Player must not wear watches, rings, pins or metallic items during games or practices. 

 The catcher must wear catcher's helmet and mask with a throat guard when warming up pitchers. This 
applies between innings and in the bull-pen during a games and practices.  

 Managers and Coaches may not warm up pitchers before or during a game.  

 On-deck batters are not permitted (except in the Intermediate Division and up)  

 All pre-game warm-ups should be performed within the confines of the playing field and not within areas 
that are frequented by, and thus, endanger spectators (i.e., playing catch, pepper, swinging bats, etc.) 

 


